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Effect of Microcomputed
Tomography Voxel Size on the
Finite Element Model Accuracy
for Human Cancellous Bone
The level of structural detail that can be acquired and incorporated in a finite elem
(FE) analysis might greatly influence the results of microcomputed tomography (mCT)-
based FE simulations, especially when relatively large bones, such as whole verte
are of concern. We evaluated the effect of scanning and reconstruction voxel size
mCT-based FE analyses of human cancellous tissue samples for fixed- and fre
boundary conditions using different combinations of scan/reconstruction voxel size
found that the bone volume fraction (BV/TV) did not differ considerably between im
scanned at 21 and 50mm and reconstructed at 21, 50, or 110mm (20.5% to 7.8% change
from the 21/21mm case). For the images scanned and reconstructed at 110mm, however,
there was a large increase in BV/TV compared to the 21/21mm case (58.7%). Fixed-end
boundary conditions resulted in 1.8% [coefficient of variation (COV)] to 14.6% (E)
ference from the free-end case. Dependence of model output parameters on scanni
reconstruction voxel size was similar between free- and fixed-end simulations. Up to
30%, 17.8%, and 32.3% difference in modulus (E), and average (VMExp), stan
deviation (VMSD) and coefficient of variation (COV) of von Mises stresses, respect
was observed between the 21/21mm case and other scan/reconstruction combinatio
within the same (free or fixed) simulation group. Observed differences were largel
tributable to scanning resolution, although reconstruction resolution also contribu
significantly at the largest voxel sizes. All 21/21mm results (taken as the gold standard
could be predicted from the 21/50~r ad j

2 50.91–0.99;p,0.001!, 21/110 ~r ad j
2

50.58–0.99;p,0.02! and 50/50 results~r ad j
2 50.61–0.97;p,0.02!. While BV/TV,

VMSD, and VMExp/sz from the 21/21 could be predicted by those from the 50/1
~r ad j

2 50.63–0.93;p,0.02! and 110/110~r ad j
2 50.41–0.77;p,0.05! simulations as well,

prediction of E, VMExp, and COV became marginally significant~0.04,p,0.13! at
50/110 and nonsignificant at 110/110~0.21,p,0.70!. In conclusion, calculation of can-
cellous bone modulus, mean trabecular stress, and other parameters are subject to
errors at 110/110mm voxel size. However, enough microstructural details for study
bone volume fraction, trabecular shear stress scatter, and trabecular shear stress a
fication ~VMExp/sz! can be resolved using a 21/110mm, 50/110mm, and 110/110mm
voxels for both free- and fixed-end constraints.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1835346#

Keywords: Microcomputed Tomography, Finite Element Method, Voxel Size, Ele
Size, Boundary Conditions, Accuracy, Trabecular Bone
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Introduction

It is estimated that 4–6 million women and 1–2 million me
currently have osteoporosis in the United States and a dram
increase in numbers is expected in the next few decades@1#. Al-
though much of the mortality and morbidity due to osteoporos
related fractures are associated with those of the hip@2,3#, pain
and disability associated with fracture of the spine is no less
problem, especially when the fact that 50% of the elderly fem
population is expected to have at least one vertebral fractur
considered@4–6#. Overall, the direct medical cost of fracture
associated with osteoporosis is 10.3 to 15.2 billion dollars in
US alone@1#.

Mechanically, fracture risk of a structure is determined by
mechanical properties of the structure and the external load
which the structure is subjected. For all external loads be

Contributed by the Bioengineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF
BIOMECHANICAL ENGINEERING. Manuscript received by the Bioengineering Div
sion December 22, 2004; revised manuscript received August 18, 2004. Asso
Editor: Jeffrey A. Weiss.
Copyright © 2Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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equal, bones with greater strength have less chance for frac
The current World Health Organization definition of osteoporo
@bone mineral density~BMD!, 2.5 standard deviations below th
mean of young normal white women@7## inherently assumes
BMD as a surrogate for bone strength. A more mechanistic p
diction of bone strength would not only provide a means for co
sistent diagnostic tools but also a basis for the developmen
prevention and treatment modalities through a better underst
ing of the underlying mechanisms by which bone forms its m
chanical properties.

Vertebrae mostly consist of cancellous bone that provide
vertebra with the great majority of its mechanical properties@8#.
The thin cortical shell surrounding the vertebra also makes a s
stantial contribution to the mechanical competence of the wh
vertebra@9–12#, especially when the cancellous bone is weaken
due to osteoporosis@10#. Therefore, the capacity to analyze a
entire vertebral body is important for a better understanding
whole bone behavior.

Computed tomography~CT!-based finite element~FE! analysis
has proven useful for examining the mechanical behavior

-
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whole bones as well as for examining microstructural aspect
cancellous bone tissue. The use of CT for these analyses is
coming increasingly popular because of the nondestructive na
of the application. However, the level of structural detail that c
be acquired by tomography scans and incorporated in the
analysis might greatly influence the results from cancellous b
tissue@13–15# and also from relatively large bones@16#. Crawford
et al. @17# recently investigated the effect of element size on
FE-calculated stiffness and prediction of strength for quantita
CT ~QCT! models of human vertebrae@17#. Specimen-specific FE
modeling of whole human vertebral bodies is also possible us
microcomputed tomography~mCT! at much smaller voxel size
than QCT, yet larger than the conventional voxel size values u
in mCT scanning of cancellous bone specimens. In our experie
with mCT scanning of whole human vertebral bodies, scann
voxel sizes of up to 112mm were required in order to capture th
entire specimen~88–112mm for human vertebrae varying from
Thoracic 11 to Lumbar 5, unpublished data!. It is desirable to have
the capacity to analyze the tissue stresses—as well as densit
modulus distributions in whole vertebral bodies—since th
analyses may reveal important associations between the abili
tissue to distribute loads and apparent properties, mecha
damage, and anatomical site@18–20#. However, it is not known
whether enough cancellous bone structural information is reso
during these scans for studying the aforementioned issues.

Scanning voxel size is intrinsic to the scanning system and s
geometry, and is representative of the level of detail that can
resolved in the image. Reconstruction voxel size determines
level of coarsening from the baseline image, i.e., it represents
sampling effect from the already scanned image. An increas
the reconstruction voxel size is expected to add to the inaccura
in the image. Reconstruction using voxel sizes greater than s
ning voxel size may be required in order to be able to form a
solve computer models or to avoid large computational costs.
effects of scanning and reconstruction voxel size have not b
considered separately in previous studies where the effect of
ment size on the FE calculated modulus and stress distribut
was investigated@13,14,21,22#.

The purpose of the current study was to evaluate the effec
scanning and reconstruction voxel size on themCT-based FE
analyses of human cancellous tissue samples. Combination
scan/reconstruction voxel size were chosen such that they re
sent the best possible scans, commonly used intermediate va
and those applicable toin situ scans of human vertebrae and oth
bones of similar size. Our first aim was to determine the chang
the magnitude of calculated parameters due to voxel size di
ences. Our second aim was to determine whether high-resolu
model results could be predicted by low-resolution model resu
As a third aim, we examined whether FE simulations with fixe
and free-end boundary conditions would have an effect on
calculations.

Methods
Eight cylindrical cancellous bone specimens~10 mm length, 8

mm diameter! were cored in the inferosuperior direction fro
L2–L4 vertebrae of a 63 year old male and metaphyseal tibia
52 year old male. Each of the specimens wasmCT scanned at 21
mm, 50 mm, and 110mm voxel size using a cone–beam syste
the details of which were presented previously@23#. Images were
reconstructed at 21mm, 50 mm, and 110mm resulting in scan/
reconstruction combinations of 21/21, 21/50, 21/110, 50/50,
110, and 110/110mm for each specimen. 21mm is about the bes
possible scanning voxel size for specimens of this size, 50mm is
a commonly employed intermediate value. The choice of 110mm
was based on our experience withmCT scanning of whole human
vertebral bodies and represents a ‘‘best case’’ scenario for fu
in vivo scanning of the spine. The 21/21 case was used as the
standard for determining the level of inaccuracy in the coar
scan/reconstruction combinations.
2 Õ Vol. 127, FEBRUARY 2005
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After reconstruction, bone and nonbone voxels were segme
using a heuristic segmentation algorithm developed specific
for bone tissue with highly nonhomogeneous CT density distri
tions with a large overlap between bone and bone marrow~Ap-
pendix! @24#.

Each set of images was used to create linear FE models w
cubic element for each voxel~because of this, element size an
reconstruction voxel size can be considered synonymously wi
the context of our discussions! @25,26#. Inferosuperior compres-
sion of the vertebral and tibial cylinders, corresponding to a 0.
strain was simulated. This simulation is similar to the loading t
occurs in life in the vertebrae and tibial metaphysis. Youn
modulus of 5 GPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 were assumed
trabecular tissue properties for all models~The actual value as-
sumed for Young’s modulus does not affect the comparative
sults! @14,25,27#. Models were run once using free-~simulating
frictionless rigid platens! and once using fixed-end~simulating
glued specimen ends! boundary conditions resulting in a total o
96 simulations. A special-purpose element by element preco
tioned conjugate gradient iterative solver developed in-house
used for the FE analysis@25#. Bone volume fraction~BV/TV ! was
directly calculated from themCT images by voxel counting. In
addition to the apparent modulus~E!, the average, standard devia
tion, and coefficient of variation of trabecular von Mises stres
~VMExp, VMSD, and COV, respectively! as well as trabecular
shear stress amplification (VMExp/sz , sz : Axial apparent stress
generated for the 0.5% axial apparent strain input! were calculated
using the FE simulation results. A three-parameter Weibull fu
tion fitted to the statistical distribution of the FE-calculated v
Mises stress data for each specimen was used for calculating
stress distribution parameters as outlined previously@18,20,28#.
The COV of the von Mises stress, which is a measure of trabe
lar shear stress variability, was calculated as VMSD/VMEx
VMExp/sz can be considered as a measure of structural efficie
of the cancellous tissue since it represents the conversion of a
stresses into shear stresses in the trabecular tissue@18,19#.

Two-way repeated measuresANOVA was used for analyzing the
effect of end boundary conditions and scan/reconstruction com
nations with each specimen as the subject and end condition~fixed
or free! and scan/reconstruction~21/21,21/50, . . . ! as repeated
factors~Sigma Stat, SPSS Inc.! When significance was detected
the Bonferroni test was performed to examine the group diff
ences. For further examination of the separate effects of scan
and reconstruction voxel size, two-wayRMANOVA was repeated
within each end boundary simulation group with scanning vo
size and reconstruction voxel size as repeated factors. To exa
the relationship between scanning/reconstruction voxel size
the error in the parameter of concern,D ~the deviation from the
21/21 case assuming the 21/21 case to be error free! multivariable
linear regression was performed. To examine the change in
scatter within a scanning/reconstruction voxel size case, the s
dard deviation of the error in a parameter of concern was a
examined using multivariable linear regression. If either scann
or reconstruction voxel size was significant, only a simple line
regression was performed. It should be noted, however, that m
sures of statistical significance might not be meaningful for th
regressions since the scanning and reconstruction voxel size
not truly random variables. On the other hand, the regress
equation itself and the explained variability by the equation mi
be useful. The relationships between parameters calculated
the 21/21mm images and those from other combinations of sc
reconstruction voxel size were examined using regression ana
~Microsoft Excel!.

Results
BV/TV did not differ considerably between images scanned

21 and 50mm and reconstructed at 21, 50, or 110mm ~20.5% to
7.8% change from the 21/21mm case, Table 1!. For the images
scanned and reconstructed at 110mm, however, there was a larg
Transactions of the ASME
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Table 1 Breakdown of results with scan Õrecon voxel size and FE end boundary conditions. Average values „standard deviation …

are for free- and fixed-end boundary conditions, respectively

Voxel size BV/TV ~%! E (MPa) VMExp ~MPa! VMSD ~MPa! COV VMExp/sz

21/21 19.48
~6.11!

247.6
~120.0!

9.429
~2.450!

7.384
~1.033!

0.812
~0.144!

9.409
~4.770!

283.4
~136.0!

10.094
~2.602!

8.011
~0.868!

0.827
~0.155!

8.652
~4.220!

21/50 19.57
~6.05!

245.8
~130.5!

8.935
~2.562!

7.018
~1.235!

0.817
~0.148!

9.516
~5.337!

282.0
~142.3!

9.627
~2.642!

7.707
~0.991!

0.838
~0.166!

8.684
~4.667!

50/50 21.01
~5.95!

293.4
~188.0!

8.833
~3.282!

6.796
~1.706!

0.817
~0.160!

8.405
~4.883!

331.7
~196.4!

9.413
~3.336!

7.400
~1.539!

0.844
~0.194!

7.584
~4.120!

21/110 19.38
~6.72!

231.1
~155.5!

7.688
~3.263!

6.217
~1.975!

0.873
~0.192!

10.385
~7.174!

263.5
~163.6!

8.390
~3.197!

6.940
~1.641!

0.899
~0.227!

9.377
~6.097!

50/110 20.04
~6.82!

269.6
~220.6!

7.550
~3.911!

6.070
~2.286!

0.907
~0.248!

9.804
~6.872!

302.8
~228.5!

8.123
~3.851!

6.715
~2.119!

0.939
~0.282!

8.779
~5.896!

110/110 30.92
~8.85!

312.7
~255.0!

6.595
~2.816!

6.324
~1.839!

1.066
~0.341!

8.558
~6.956!

352.5
~273.5!

7.071
~2.802!

6.933
~1.774!

1.094
~0.373!

7.680
~6.064!
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increase in BV/TV compared to the 21/21mm case~58.7%!. A
two-way repeated measuresANOVA, with scan and reconstructio
voxel size as factors followed by Bonferroni’s test, suggested
scanning at 110mm is the major factor causing the differenc
(p,0.001) whereas reconstruction voxel size did not have a
nificant effect (p50.61). Consistent with these results, the er
in BV/TV increased with increasing scanning voxel size,VS ,
(DBV/TV(%) 50.124VS (mm) – 3.41; r adj

2 50.58, p,0.001) but
not with reconstruction voxel size,VR , (p50.62). The scatter of
DBV/TV within a scan/reconstruction group also increased w
scanning voxel size (SDDBV/TV50.054VS (mm)10.208; r adj

2

50.79, p,0.02) but not with reconstruction voxel size (p
50.11).

Fixed-end boundary conditions resulted in greater values oE,
VMExp, VMSD, and COV but lower values of VMExp/sz than
the corresponding free-end constraints at the same s
reconstruction voxel size in all simulations with differences be
between 1.8%~COV! and 14.6%~E! ~Table 1;p,0.02 for all but
the COV wherep50.07, two-way RMANOVA!. Dependence of
model output parameters on scanning and reconstruction v
size was similar between free- and fixed-end simulations. Th
free-end results only are shown in all figures in the interest
space.

Up to a 26% difference in modulus was observed between
21/21mm case and other scan/reconstruction combinations wi
the same~free or fixed! simulation group~Table 1!. However,
despite the great percent difference, the variability in the modu
data resulted in statistically nondetectable differences in ave
values (p.0.19 andp.0.53 for scan and reconstruction vox
size, respectively!. Accordingly, the deviation ofE from the 21/21
mm case (DE) was not predicted by scanning voxel sizep
50.13) or reconstruction voxel size (p50.66). When normalized
by BV/TV, the results were still nonsignificant (p.0.16 for all!.
The scatter inDE, on the other hand, was related to both scann
voxel size and reconstruction voxel size (SDDE (MPa)
51.616VS (mm)10.934VR (mm)245.383; r adj

2 50.94, pmodel
,0.01; p,0.02, and p,0.04 for scanning and reconstructio
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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voxel size, respectively!. Consistent with this result,DE increased
with increasing scanning voxel size (DE(%)50.825VS (mm)
218.461;r adj

2 50.791,p,0.02) when averaged over eight obse
vations for a given scan/reconstruction combination. Toget
these results indicate that the nonsignificance of the average
ference in modulus from the 21/21mm case was caused by th
increasing variability of values with increasing scanning and
construction voxel size.

The differences in the average~VMExp, up to 30%! and stan-
dard deviation~VMSD, up to 17.8%! of trabecular shear stresse
were largely attributable to reconstruction voxel size (p,0.006)
rather than scanning voxel size (p.0.21) in both free- and fixed-
end simulations. Consistent with theANOVA results, the deviations
of VMExp and VMSD from the 21/21mm case were predictable
from reconstruction voxel size but the explained variability w
low (DVMExp ~MPa)520.025VR (mm)10.635; r adj

2 50.18, p
,0.002, and DVMSD ~MPa)520.013VR (mm)10.203; r adj

2

50.20, p,0.001). The deviations of VMExp and VMSD from
the 21/21mm case were not predictable from scanning voxel s
(p50.23 andp50.87 for VMExp and VMSD, respectively!. The
scatter ofDVMExp within a scan/reconstruction group increas
with reconstruction voxel size (SDDVMExp ~MPa)
50.026VR (mm)20.41; r adj

2 50.73, p,0.02) but not with scan-
ning voxel size (p50.21). Similarly, the scatter inDVMSD in-
creased with reconstruction voxel size (SDDVMSD ~MPa)
50.013VR (mm)20.187; r adj

2 50.81, p,0.01) but not with
scanning voxel size (p50.62). When averaged over eigh
observations for a given scan/reconstruction combinati
DVMExp was related to both scanning and reconstruct
voxel sizes (DVMExp ~MPa)520.012VS (mm)20.02VR (mm)
10.791; r adj

2 50.97, p,0.003), further reinforcing the effect o
data scattering by voxel size on predicting group averages. W
normalized by BV/TV, both scanning and reconstructing at 1
mm resulted in significant differences in the average and stand
deviation of the von Mises stress with respect to the 21mm and 50
mm scan/reconstruction combinations (p,0.03 for all!.
FEBRUARY 2005, Vol. 127 Õ 3
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Up to 32.3% differences in COVs between 21/21mm and other
scan/reconstruction combinations~110/110 mm being largest!
originated from significant differences between 110/110 and th
other cases of 21/21, 21/50, and 50/50mm (p,0.02; two-way
RMANOVA!. The difference between the 110/110 and the ot
groups were related, but only marginally, to both scan and rec
struction voxel size (p50.084 andp50.066, respectively, within
the fixed-end simulations;p50.053 andp50.062, respectively,
within the free-end simulations!. A regression analysis indicate
that the deviation of COV from the 21/21 case was predicta
though weakly, from scanning voxel size (DCOV
50.003VS (mm)20.045; r adj

2 50.17, p,0.003) but not from re-
construction voxel size (p50.25). The scatter inDCOV was re-
lated to both scanning voxel size and reconstruction voxel
(SDDCOV50.003VS (mm)10.001VR (mm)20.098; r adj

2 50.99,
pmodel,0.001; p,0.001 andp,0.004 for scanning and recon
struction voxel size, respectively!. When normalized with BV/TV,
COV was not related to scanning or reconstruction voxel sizep
.0.12 andp.0.08 for scanning and reconstruction voxel siz
respectively, for both free and fixed end!.

VMExp/sz was not different between scan/reconstruction co
binations (p50.117). When normalized by BV/TV, scanning
110 mm was a significant factor affecting VMExp/sz (p,0.03;
Bonferroni test;p,0.03 andp.0.10 for scan and reconstructio
voxel size, respectively, for both free and fixed end;RMANOVA!.
Multivariable linear regression showed that the deviation
VMExp/sz from the 21/21 case was significantly related to sc
ning voxel size (p50.02) but not to reconstruction voxel siz
(p50.14). When averaged over eight observations reducing
noise,DVMExp/sz was predictable from both scanning and r
construction voxel sizes (DVMExp/sz520.022VS (mm)
10.015VR (mm)20.16; r adj

2 50.80, p,0.05). The scatter of
DVMExp/sz increased with both scanning voxel size and rec
struction voxel size (SDDVMExp/sz

50.011VS (mm)

10.028VR (mm)20.939; r adj
2 50.98,pmodel,0.002; p,0.05 and

p,0.002 for scanning and reconstruction voxel size, resp
tively!.

All 21/21 mm results~taken as the gold standard! could be
predicted from the 21/50 (r adj

2 50.91– 0.99;p,0.001), 21/110
(r adj

2 50.58– 0.99;p,0.02) and 50/50 results (r adj
2 50.61– 0.97;p

,0.02) ~Table 2, Figs. 1–6!. While BV/TV, VMSD, and
VMExp/sz from the 21/21 could be predicted by those from t
50/110 (r adj

2 50.63– 0.93;p,0.02) and 110/110 (r adj
2

50.41– 0.77;p,0.05) simulations as well, prediction ofE,
VMExp, and COV became marginally significant (0.04,p
,0.13) at 50/110 and nonsignificant at 110/110 (0.21,p
,0.70).

Fig. 1 Prediction of BV ÕTV calculated from 21 Õ21 mm images
by BV ÕTV calculated from other combinations of scan Õ
reconstruction voxel size. All relationships are significant
„Table 2 ….
4 Õ Vol. 127, FEBRUARY 2005
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Discussion
The effect of scanning and reconstruction voxel size on

calculation of BV/TV, apparent modulus and stress distribut
parameters were examined formCT-based large-scale FE mode
of human cancellous bone with free- and fixed-end boundary c
ditions. Bone volume fraction is not a FE parameter but was

Fig. 2 Prediction of FE apparent modulus „E… calculated from
21Õ21 mm images by E calculated from other combinations of
scan Õreconstruction voxel size. All relationships except for 110 Õ
110 mm are significant „Table 2 ….

Fig. 3 Prediction of the average trabecular von Mises stress
„VMExp … calculated from 21 Õ21 mm images by VMExp calcu-
lated from other combinations of scan Õreconstruction voxel
size. The 110 Õ110 mm case is nonsignificant and the 50 Õ110 mm
case is only marginally significant „Table 2 ….

Fig. 4 Prediction of the standard deviation of trabecular von
Mises stress „VMSD… calculated from 21 Õ21 mm images by
VMSD calculated from other combinations of scan Õ
reconstruction voxel size. All relationships are significant
„Table 2 ….
Transactions of the ASME
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cluded in the analysis to gain insight into whether the obser
changes in FE parameters are attributable solely to change
BV/TV.

With large bone and joint segments, particularly whole ver
bral bodies in mind, the 110mm scanning and reconstructio
voxel size was chosen to establish an upper bound ‘‘best’’ vo
size based on our experience withmCT scanning of whole human
vertebral bodies. The images scanned and reconstructed at 2mm
were considered as the gold standard for the study. 21mm is about
as small a voxel size as possible for our specimens~10 mm long
cylinders with 8 mm diameter!. It is possible to acquire images a
smaller voxel sizes with our microtomography system if sma
specimen sizes are used. However, better than a 20mm element
size may not be necessary for the purpose of our study as it
been shown that 20mm is sufficient for accurately calculatin
human cancellous bone modulus including specimens from l
density regions such as vertebral bone@15# and smaller voxel
sizes may not significantly improve this accuracy@29#. The 1038
mm cylinder is also our standard mechanical test geometry
cancellous bone@26,30,31#. Because it is desirable to test the
specimens mechanically in future studies and the scanning r
lution is sufficient to resolve enough microstructural details
calculating bone properties, the choice of specimen size is rea
able.

The current study did not examine the separate effects of
mentation on the measured parameters. Segmentation of
voxels from nonbone voxels is a necessary step in voxel-base
models that utilizemCT images. Usually, global thresholding a

Fig. 5 Prediction of the coefficient of variation of trabecular
von Mises stress „COV… calculated from 21 Õ21 mm images by
COV calculated from other combinations of scan Õ
reconstruction voxel size. All relationships except for the 50 Õ
110 mm and 110 Õ110 mm cases are significant „Table 2 ….

Fig. 6 Prediction of the shear stress amplification „VMExp Õsz…

calculated from 21 Õ21 mm images by VMExp Õsz calculated from
other combinations of scan Õreconstruction voxel size. All rela-
tionships are significant „Table 2 ….
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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gorithms ~thresholding using a single value above which
deemed bone and below which is deemed nonbone! are used in
the analysis of cancellous bone; an approach taken by our g
and by others in the past@13,14,18,19,25,26,32#. It is known that
the resultant bone structure~hence, FE solutions! can be sensitive
to the selection of the threshold value@33,34#. It has been sug-
gested that the threshold value should be forced to compensat
the loss of trabeculae by maintaining the ‘‘original’’ BV/TV valu
that must be determined from an available high-resolution im
of the same specimen@35# or adjusted using a BV/TV value from
an independent reference measurement, such as one bas
Archimedes’ principle@36#. Because we were interested in dete
mining the overall effect of scanning and reconstruction voxel s
from an image as it is in the assumed absence of a priori kno
edge of the actual BV/TV, we did not force our images to ma
with a known reference value.

Direct use of gray values in FE models in order to circumve
the problems associated with thresholding has been suggeste
cently @37#. Although this is a potentially powerful approach, th
accuracy of the results from this method is highly sensitive to
choice of parameters that are used for converting gray level
tissue properties. These parameters are not available for ge
application and need to be estimated~or calibrated through sepa
rate studies! for various anatomical sites. The gray-value meth
does not need a distinction between bone and nonbone voxel
running FE models, however, an analysis of trabecular micro
chitecture may still require some form of segmentation. Nonet
less, future work should consider this alternative approach.

In addition to the variation in BV/TV and apparent modulu
the variation in the von Mises shear stress statistics were ex
ined. The choice of von Mises stress as a study paramet
among many other potentially important stress/strain measure
was based on our previous work where it was established tha
von Mises stress is associated with cancellous bone microdam
and is potentially important in explaining anatomical and don
specific variations in vertebral bone strength@18–20,30,38#. It
should be noted, however, that although the ability of models
capture trabecular stress statistics is indicative of how well
spatial distribution of stresses in the cancellous tissue is re
sented in models, this study did not address how resolution aff
the spatial distribution of stresses or other parameters within
trabecular microstructure. This may be important for applicatio
where the relationship of local mechanical parameters with ce
lar responses is of interest.

A number of studies investigated the effect of voxel size
bone microstructural parameters calculated from CT images
on the computed values of bone properties in FE simulati
@13,14,21,22,39#. However, the larger element sizes used in
models were obtained either by coarsening a higher-resolu
mCT image of the specimen rather than rescanning the speci
at the desired coarse resolution, or by rescanning and reconst
ing at a low resolution, or by another instrument, such aspQCT,
in those studies. The current study used both coarsened and
canned images of the same specimen providing the opportuni
distinguish between the effects of scanning and reconstruc
voxel size formCT applications. This study also provided signifi
cant insight into the variability of these effects by utilizing eig
different specimens.

The calculation of cancellous bone modulus, mean trabec
stress, and other parameters is subject to large errors at 110
mm voxel size~Table 1, Figs. 1–6!. However, our results indicate
that enough microstructural details for studying BV/TV, trabecu
shear stress scatter, and trabecular shear stress amplific
(VMExp/sz) can be resolved using 21/110mm, 50/110mm, and
110/110 mm voxels for both free- and fixed-end constrain
~Tables 1 and 2, Figs. 4 and 6!. In a similar study, it has been
found that BV/TV and three-dimensional~3D! microstructural pa-
rameters of cancellous bone calculated from 165mm pQCT scans
could predict those from 28mm mCT scans of the same specime
FEBRUARY 2005, Vol. 127 Õ 5
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Table 2 Regressions between the 21 Õ21 case and other scan Õreconstruction voxel size cases for each parameter. Fixed-end
simulations had similar results in terms of significance and explanatory capability. Therefore, reported results are for the free-end
simulations only, except for BV ÕTV which is independent of the type of FE model. If the slope of the regression was significant but
the intercept was not, another linear model was applied to the data forcing the fit through the origin. For the latter, p values
associated with the regression are reported.

Y 21/21 21/50 50/50 21/110 50/110 110/110

BV/TV
~%!

0.973X10.445 0.925X10.0476 0.840X13.193 0.814X13.164 0.487X14.429
r adj

2 50.91 r adj
2 50.78 r adj

2 50.83 r adj
2 50.80 r adj

2 50.41
pslope,0.001 pslope50.002 pslope,0.001 pslope50.002 pslope50.0501

pint.0.85 pint.0.99 pint.0.3 pint.0.36 pint.0.51
0.994X 0.927X 0.989X 0.958X 0.651X

r adj
2 50.78 r adj

2 50.67 r adj
2 50.68 r adj

2 50.65 r adj
2 50.31

preg,0.001 preg,0.001 preg,0.001 preg,0.002 preg50.052

E
~MPa!

0.900X126.3 0.558X184.0 0.668X193.3 0.387X1143.4 NS
r adj

2 50.95 r adj
2 50.72 r adj

2 50.71 r adj
2 50.42

pslope,0.001 pslope,0.005 pslope,0.006 pslope,0.05 pslope.0.21
pint.0.26 pint.0.10 pint.0.07 pint,0.04
0.986X 0.768X 0.957X

r adj
2 50.80 r adj

2 50.47 r adj
2 50.41

preg,0.001 preg,0.02 preg,0.03

VMExp
~MPa!

0.943X11.005 0.660X13.597 0.639X14.519 0.420X16.255 NS
r adj

2 50.97 r adj
2 50.78 r adj

2 50.68 r adj
2 50.36

pslope,0.001 pslope,0.004 pslope,0.008 pslope50.069 pslope.0.25
pint.0.14 pint,0.04 pint,0.02
1.048X

r adj
2 50.82

preg,0.001

VMSD
~MPa!

0.830X11.559 0.581X13.437 0.501X14.268 0.410X14.895 0.463X14.457
r adj

2 50.98 r adj
2 50.91 r adj

2 50.90 r adj
2 50.79 r adj

2 50.68
pslope,0.001 pslope,0.001 pslope,0.001 pslope,0.002 pslope,0.02
pint,0.002 pint,0.001 pint,0.001 pint,0.001 pint,0.002

COV 0.959X10.028 0.750X10.199 0.601X10.287 0.343X10.502 NS
r adj

2 50.97 r adj
2 50.65 r adj

2 50.58 r adj
2 50.24

pslope,0.001 pslope,0.01 pslope,0.02 pslope50.122 pslope.0.7
pint.0.62 pint.0.27 pint.0.12
0.993X 0.986X 0.917X

r adj
2 50.83 r adj

2 50.47 r adj
2 50.32

preg,0.001 preg,0.02 preg50.0507

VMExp/sz 0.891X10.929 0.964X11.307 0.662X12.539 0.674X12.798 0.614X14.156
r adj

2 50.99 r adj
2 50.97 r adj

2 50.99 r adj
2 50.93 r adj

2 50.77
pslope,0.001 pslope,0.001 pslope,0.001 pslope,0.001 pslope,0.003

pint,0.03 pint.0.07 pint,0.001 pint,0.02 pint,0.03
1.084X

r adj
2 50.81

preg,0.001
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@21#. Our finding that BV/TV calculated from 110/110mm images
predicts that from 21/21mm calculations is consistent with thi
report. However, apparent modulus calculated from 110/110mm
images did not predict that from 21/21mm images in the curren
study. This may suggest that although the average microstruc
information is preserved in coarse models, subtle difference
the distribution of microstructures may cause substantial chan
in the apparent modulus@40#. The success of low-resolution mod
els ~165 mm voxel size! in predicting bone fracture or higher
resolution model outputs might be, in part, attributable to the p
ence of considerable external geometry, such as that in d
radius and proximal femur@39,41#. A 110/110mm mCT model of
a whole vertebral body might also be successful in predict
vertebral fracture.

Our results indicate that significant information on the sca
and amplification of trabecular shear stress is extractable usi
large voxel size which will permit studying shear stress amp
cation in whole bones@19#. This could be significant as shea
stress amplification (VMExp/sz) is predictive of in vivo tissue
damage@19# and is a parameter that increases with age in hum
vertebral cancellous bone~unpublished; reanalysis of publishe
data@18#!. We have reported in a previous study that shear st
6 Õ Vol. 127, FEBRUARY 2005
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amplification in cancellous bone tissue decreased from thorac
through T12-lumbar 1 levels and increased afterward, the tr
being characterized by a quadratic relationship between stress
plification and spine levels when vertebrae were assigned num
representing their anatomical location in the spine@18#. Thus, the
ability to study this parameter in whole bones is also significan
that VMExp/sz may be a mechanistic pathway to explain t
differences in the propensity to fracture between bones from
ferent spine levels@18#.

The current results demonstrate that it is the resolution of
data that primarily determines the accuracy of models as BV/
was mostly affected by the scanning resolution. Final rec
structed voxel size contributed to the inaccuracy moderately
least up to the 100 micrometer reconstruction of cancellous b
data at which the differences were drastic. The finding that co
ening by the reconstruction of a high-resolution scan has less
fluence on the outcome than scanning at a low resolution m
be, in part, due to presence of higher signal-to-noise ratio in
latter. Changes in the BV/TV did not fully account for the chang
in FE-calculated parameters, indicating that the inaccuracy
low-resolution models is not simply due to increased dens
caused by thickening of trabeculae.
Transactions of the ASME
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While necessary to demonstrate, it is not completely surpris
that the scanning resolution has a more prominent effect on re
as it is the raw data resolution that determines the ability of the
software to sustain high-resolution reconstruction. As a res
large voxel size reconstructions built from high-resolution d
partake in much the accuracy of the underlying data. As no
above, this fact will permit the accurate study of large physi
size FE models without the ordinarily expected loss of inform
tion usually believed to be associated with the larger voxel s
used for the models. A final note is that the microtomograp
system used in this study was that described in detail by Reim
et al.@23#. To what extent our results are applicable to other m
els of mCT may need further elucidation.
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Appendix
Thresholding ofmCT images, i.e., segregating bone from ma

row and background noise is usually straightforward with tiss
that has a relatively more uniform structure using a global thre
old @32#. However, the X-ray intensity distribution in vertebr
body images frommCT scans has a higher variability relative
that in more homogeneous specimens such as cancellous
cores. This makes it difficult to segregate bone from marrow
background noise using customary methods that are based o
termining a single~global! threshold value.

Our heuristic algorithm for thresholding applies five success
processes to themCT data: Normalization, edge detection, con
nuity crawling, final thresholding, and connectivity testing.

Normalization calculates a new value for each voxel that te
to bring local maxima to the same level. A global minimum val
is calculated as the second percentile of a 0.2% sample in the
core. Working in 53535-voxel subcubes, a local maximum valu
is found for the surrounding 25325325-voxel neighborhood. Fo
each voxel in the subcube, the value is linearly mapped betw
the local maximum and the global minimum. To facilitate visu
comparison, the new value is scaled to match the old inten
range.

Edge detection searches for high contrast. For each voxel
normalized data are searched over a range of five voxels par
to each axis in the positive and negative direction~six searches!
for a value that is more than 50% different from the base voxe
such a condition is found, the higher level is deemed ‘‘bone’’ a
the lower level ‘‘nonbone.’’

Continuity crawling extends the bone and nonbone found
edge detection. Using the originalmCT data, each voxel is com
pared to its six face neighbors. If a face neighbor is bone and
an intensity value less than or equal to that of the base voxel
base voxel is deemed bone. If a face neighbor is nonbone and
an intensity value greater than or equal to that of the base vo
the base voxel is deemed nonbone. The recursion continues
no more changes are found.

Edge detection and continuity crawling are iterated with co
trast levels of 40%, 30%, and 20% to identify successively m
bone and nonbone.

Final thresholding is applied to voxels left undetermined by
above steps. For each undetermined voxel, mean bone and
bone values are calculated for the entire volume using recipro
distance-squared weighted averaging. If the undetermined vox
above the midpoint of the two means, it is deemed bone. If no
is deemed nonbone.

Connectivity testing removes ‘‘loose pieces.’’ A 10310310-
voxel cube of solid bone is found as a starting point. Bone vox
are grown recursively in each direction using a face-connecti
rule.
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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We have shown that this method produces at least visually
isfactory segmented images of human vertebral bodies whe
global thresholding algorithm resulted in either the loss of thin
and/or more interior features~cancellous bone! or the thickening
of larger and/or more exterior features~shell! @24#. In addition,
mCT images that could not be thresholded previously due t
very high overlap between the x-ray intensity of noise and bo
were re-examined using the new algorithm~human T12 vertebral
cancellous bone cores; three males, seven females, 61617 years
old!. BV/TV calculated from these images was consistent w
previously reported values from human T12 vertebrae~0.112
60.037! @25#, whereas attempts to threshold them using a sin
value resulted in thickened and compacted images and BV
values about three times larger than expected.

We have analyzed an additional group of human cancell
bone specimens~eight vertebral and ten tibial! that had ‘‘normal’’
mCT images. We found that BV/TV andEFEM calculated from
images segmented using a single threshold were highly correl
with those calculated from images segmented using the heur
method for normal images of human cancellous bone tis
(BV/TVheuristic50.718 BV/TVsingle; r adj

2 50.66, p,0.001 and
EFEMheuristic50.588EFEMsingle; r adj

2 50.71,p,0.001).
Although there are systematic differences between calculat

from images processed with a single threshold and those f
images processed using the heuristic segmentation, the high
relation between the two suggest that the use of either on
acceptable in a comparative study. The real value of the la
method is more apparent when applied to different proble
however, this is beyond the scope of the current study.
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